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i have already tried thisQ: Open and remove the folder containing the edited file in Vim I have the
following folder structure: /home/user/my_dir/myfile.txt I have run the following command in vim :e
/home/user/my_dir/myfile.txt The window opens, editing the file in vim, and the folder my_dir
appears in the status line. But the folder never disappears, and so when I exit Vim with ZZ the folder
remains open. Is there any way of creating the folder again, or can it be removed with one
command? A: Press q to exit :edit, not ZZ A: To force q to exit :edit, while removing the directory of
the file: :unmap ZZ :sleep 15 :map ZZ d :wqa This will remove the directory my_dir in less than 30
seconds, as long as you do not have any plugins manipulating these mappings. A novel technique for
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the serological diagnosis of hepatitis A virus infection. The authors describe a technique using
protoplasts transformed with an in-vitro-produced hepatitis A virus (HAV) antigen. This antigen was
used to develop an in-house HAV antibody assay which is rapid, sensitive, specific and has high
reproducibility. The test also proved useful in the diagnosis of acute HAV infection in mice.Subscribe
to Email Updates YouTube Is Baffled Over Fake Ed Sheeran Content Ed Sheeran has been accused of
being the victim of one of the most high-profile takedowns yet over fake uploads of his videos to
YouTube. Last Wednesday, video-sharing website removed over 45,000 spurious Ed Sheeran-related
videos, mostly uploaded by U.K. users, from its site. “We have been made aware of a small number
of videos that have been created to appear as if they were uploaded by Ed Sheeran through a
process called deeplinking,” Google said in a statement. “We have removed these videos and we are
removing this type of activity on our site. We are continuing to work to prevent misleading content
from appearing on YouTube.” YouTube has seen a rush of deeplinking content since another artist,
the late Michael Jackson, was famously deeplinked in
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